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Internet industry has experienced a stage of fierce competition, internet companies 
should develop a series of strategies and implement them.in order to achieve the ultimate goal 
of the enterprise, they should use mergers and acquisitions, equity investments and a series of 
property transactions. That strategies that the company should adopt are the vital force of 
governance. To pursuit of scale is the law of the Internet industry and all the company must 
follow it. Only the Internet companies reached the large scale effect can they obtain an 
absolute competitive advantage in the market, and in addition to depending on the 
development of their own business, it is also necessary to rely on a number of strategic 
acquisitions to achieve them. This process often requires Internet companies to invest a lot of 
money and commitment to high risk. Therefore, the strategic acquisitions of Internet 
Company have a critical impact for the financial indicators, and it can be seen that whether a 
company has taken the right strategies from those changed indicators. Changes in the 
company's business model will lead to adjustments in strategic direction, these adjustments 
will result in further changes in financial indicators, and ultimately making the company's 
valuation is changed. Therefore, in order to more accurately estimate the value of the 
company, it is important to research the Internet firm strategic acquisitions, forecast financial 
indicators, research whether companies have adopted the right strategy, and analyze the 
changes of financial indicators over the last six years. This article will use the features of 
Baidu's strategy of continuity and financial indicators of the company to calculate valuation.  
Taking above background into account, the author try to apply Internet user data 
prediction methods to forecast financial indicators. This article predict future user data by 
Baidu company's existing strategic, use data to forecast revenues and the Baidu company's 
future cash flow and use FCFF valuation methods to calculate valuation. During the study, in 
order to clarify the influence on financial indicators, this article research Internet companies 
which adopt different competitive strategies in different time period, analyze the strategic 
acquisitions impact of the financial indicators by Baidu's six years of financial data and study 
six years financial data mainly from five respects including the profitability, debt management, 
asset use efficiency, cash generation ability, the ability to create value. The result will predict 
the next six years Baidu's financial indicators and provide data support to calculate valuation. 
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